Carsonite® Survivor® (CDS) Marker Post Installation

**CAUTION:** Always wear proper safety equipment. Read instructions completely before installation.

**Tools required:**

- Carsonite Post Driver RUTLDSD300
- Carsonite Pilot Hole Driver DP100 (optional), for hard pan or rocky soil

**For Manual Installation**

1. With the driver inverted, slip the U-channel into the driver’s bit. **See Figure 1.**
2. Remove lock pin. A tab is provided to store the pin during installation. Holding both post and driver, rotate the post into position. Align the post with its sheeting or decal facing oncoming traffic, or in the appropriate direction. **See Figure 2.**
3. Drive the anchor into the ground with a hammering motion. Keep the post and anchor vertically plumb. Repeat the driving procedure until the recommended burial depth has been reached. It’s identified by the black line on the delineator.

**NOTE:** The anchor must be driven at least 1 inch below the ground level. **See Figure 3.**

4. Many units have pre-applied decals or reflective sheeting protected by a premask film. Remove the premask film. **See Figure 4.**

**For Power-Driver Installation**

1. Stand the post vertically. Lift the power driver and guide its driving cap onto the U-channel anchor. **See Figure 1.**
2. Align the post with its sheeting or decal facing oncoming traffic or in the appropriate direction. Start the driver and pound the U-channel anchor into the ground until the recommended burial depth has been reached. It’s identified by the black line on the delineator. Keep the post and anchor vertically plumb. **See Figure 2.**

**NOTE:** The anchor must be driven at least 1 inch below the ground level. **See Figure 3.**

3. Many units have pre-applied decals or reflective sheeting protected by a premask film. Remove the premask film. **See Figure 4.**